By Regina McEnery
On December 1, 2008, World AIDS Day, Michel Sidibé was named executive director of the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), an agency that was established in 1994 to lead a coordinated global response to the AIDS pandemic. Sidibé holds a dual appointment as Under-Secretary General of the United Nations (UN) and is only the second person to lead UNAIDS—Peter Piot, who is now director of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, was the first. Since his appointment, Sidibé has laid out an ambitious agenda that includes eliminating mother-to-child transmission of HIV and halving the number of tuberculosis-related deaths among HIV-infected individuals by 2015.

Recently, he called for the creation of a UN high-level commission on HIV prevention and a collaborative effort among scientists, AIDS advocates, countries, and drug manufacturers to find a comprehensive and sustainable approach to administering antiretrovirals in developing countries, an effort named Treatment 2.0.

Sidibé’s three decades of experience in international public health and development include 23 years of service with the UN, the last nine with UNAIDS. Sidibé was born in 1952, is a citizen of the West African country of Mali, and hopes his World Cup soccer favorite, Ghana, advances to the finals.

“The definitive answer at the end of the road is to find a vaccine.”
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INSIDE:
Antibodies: The Key to Protection?
Antibodies and the Quest to Develop an HIV Vaccine

Antibodies are one of the essential weapons the body uses to defend against disease. These infection-fighting proteins are generated and deployed by the human immune system in response to invading pathogens. Antibodies can also be generated through vaccination. Vaccines simulate an actual infection, provoking the immune system to generate cells that can produce antibodies against a specific pathogen. These cells lie in wait, ready to act quickly if that pathogen enters the body. Antibodies are thought to be the reason most, if not all, vaccines that are used today are able to protect against disease. Because of this, antibodies are a major focus of research efforts to develop a vaccine to protect against HIV/AIDS.

HOW NEUTRALIZATION WORKS

The immune systems of individuals infected with HIV eventually generate antibodies against the virus. Researchers can isolate these antibodies from blood and study them to gather clues about the types of antibodies an HIV vaccine might need to trigger, prior to exposure to HIV, to be able to block the virus. Antibodies can work in multiple ways, some of which are described below.

1. HIV, like any virus, must enter cells to cause an infection. Antibodies that attach their arms to HIV’s protein spikes can stop HIV from entering its target cells. Such antibodies are called neutralizing antibodies because they inhibit or neutralize the virus. After HIV is tagged by neutralizing antibodies, specialized immune cells destroy the virus, eliminating it from the body.

2. HIV is one of the most variable viruses ever discovered. This represents a major challenge for vaccine development. To combat HIV’s variability, researchers are trying to design vaccine candidates that can induce antibodies that neutralize many HIV variants, so-called broadly neutralizing antibodies. Several new broadly neutralizing antibodies were recently isolated from HIV-infected volunteers. Scientists are now working backward to construct an HIV vaccine candidate based on these antibodies. First, they study where on HIV the antibody attaches. Then, they design an immunogen, the component of a vaccine that stimulates the immune system, which has a structure similar to the part of HIV where the antibody attaches. These immunogens will then be tested to see if they generate broadly neutralizing antibodies in vaccinated individuals.

OTHER ANTIBODY FUNCTIONS

1. Antibodies can also inhibit HIV by facilitating the destruction of virus-infected cells. When the arms of an antibody attach to an HIV-infected cell, immune cells called natural killer cells can then be recruited and become attached to the tip of the antibody. These cells then kill the HIV-infected cell.

2. Antibodies may also inhibit the virus’s ability to cross mucosal surfaces, the body’s first line of defense against sexual transmission of HIV. Recently, a combination vaccine candidate was shown to reduce the risk of HIV infection by 31%. The antibodies induced by this candidate could not neutralize HIV, but may have worked in one of these other ways.

THE HIV SPIKE

The surface of HIV is dotted with spikes made of proteins. Researchers use special microscopes and X-rays that allow them to study the structure of HIV’s protein spikes and create images like this one. Because these protein spikes are the only exposed part of the virus, they are a target for antibodies that are generated against HIV. However, HIV’s protein spikes are coated with bulky sugar molecules, shown here in purple, that act as armor, shielding the virus from antibodies. The protein spikes on HIV are also constantly changing their shape, helping the virus to avoid antibodies.
What do you see as some of the most important aspects of HIV prevention?

First off, we have 1.2 billion young people who need sexual education and who need to be educated about HIV prevention. That is certainly one objective. The second objective, from my point of view, is to make sure that we continue to push for a cure for HIV and a vaccine. If we drop this from the agenda we will regret it because we need a mechanism to help us reduce the long-term costs of AIDS. The best way to accomplish this, in the long run, is to find a vaccine or a cure. In the meantime, we are facing a major challenge in treatment. We have around five million people on treatment and 10 million people waiting for treatment and there is a very important role for treatment in supporting prevention.

How would you characterize the long-term funding forecast for HIV programs?

We are moving from a period of opportunity to an era of scarcity that is characterized by many crises, particularly the global financial crisis. Despite the global financial crisis, this is not the time to scale back. We have been making progress. We need to fully fund AIDS research and continue to scale up the programs we have today. But we need to make sure that as we mobilize resources we become smarter, that we make the money work better, that we make the programs more cost-effective, and we must try to bring more integration to health systems. I think that is critical. For example, we know that there are more than 800,000 maternal deaths linked to HIV, so we definitely need to look at ways to integrate HIV services into maternal health programs.

So are you in favor of more integrative approaches to funding global health?

Integrating HIV services is the only way we are going to be able to provide comprehensive services to people living with HIV. I think we should be looking for opportunities to leverage resources from AIDS programs to produce broader health and development outcomes. But what we should not lose is perspective. The effort should be to scale up AIDS programs, not scale down programs. We don’t know exactly how we can make sure that the 10 million people waiting for treatment in Africa will have access. For the majority of people in the world on antiretroviral therapy, decisions about an optimal first-line, second-line, or third-line [treatment regimen] are made based on cost rather than the drug itself. That is why I called for Treatment 2.0—which will explore a new generation of treatment options—to see how we can best provide long-term comprehensive treatment in a cost-effective manner. We need to develop a sustainable approach to HIV treatment.

What was your reaction to the results of the RV144 AIDS vaccine trial?

Well, it was the first time that an HIV vaccine reported some efficacy in human beings. That was very important. It is very important to view this not as a failure, but as a beginning that we can build on to make sure we can have a vaccine one day. In a nutshell, we also need to continue to explore other medical tools which can be used for HIV prevention. If we can combine a vaccine with other tools, such as male circumcision, perhaps a microbicide one day, and pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), we can probably make a difference.

Are you confident that a vaccine for HIV/AIDS will be developed?

I am completely positive on that one. I think that RV144 has been creating a lot of energy and mobilizing the research field. The definitive answer at the end of the road is to find a vaccine. When will we have a vaccine; that is the question. It will be a pity if in the 21st century we fail to have a vaccine.

What will the newly formed high-level commission on HIV prevention do?

What we want is to make a political case for a prevention revolution. The commission will be guided by a scientific advisory panel, and the prospects of an HIV vaccine would be part of the commission’s agenda. We want to know what is happening around HIV incidence—how are we measuring it, are we making progress in driving HIV prevention around the world, and how can we measure progress.

What are your views on ARV-based prevention strategies?

There is an important role for treatment-supported prevention. I am not disagreeing with that. But there are 10 million people who need antiviral treatment today and only around five million receiving it. It is so critical for us to be able to reach the maximum number of people who are in need of treatment today. It should be treatment [for these individuals] before anything else, in my point of view.

What is the current status of the epidemic in Eastern Europe?

While the HIV epidemic has slowed down globally, it is accelerating at an alarming pace in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. We are not seeing anything like it in other regions of the world. There are 1.5 million people living with HIV/AIDS in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. We are not seeing anything alarming in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. We are not seeing anything alarming in Eastern Europe and Central Asia.